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Hertfordshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Maurice Cain

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
North Herts Rural should stay as it is. Please do not bring our ward into Stevenage. Can you
please show us your views.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/3252
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Hertfordshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Brenda Griffiths

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
In the current climate, I think that 77 councillors is excessive. We should be aspiring to smaller
and more efficient representation. The County Council should not be immune from working
differently to deliver savings.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/3259
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Hertfordshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Simon Hargrave

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I propose that the Carpenders Park section of Oxhey Park and South Oxhey be merged as they
have more in common than Moor Park

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/3432
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Hertfordshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Stuart Horwich

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

1: The Village of Ayot St Lawrence
currently straddles three
different districts. We are
a single village of 125 residents
and should fall within a single
local governing district.

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

Annotation 1:

The Village of Ayot St Lawrence currently

You have 73 remaining

characters
Comment text:
The boundary for Ayot St Lawrence is illogical. Most of the village lies within the Welwyn boundary, but a portion of the village is in Knebworth & Codicote and a
portion within St Albans rural. The most obvious boundary that should be changed is along Bibbs Hall Lane, where the last house in the village (by villagers
standards anyway) is Ayot Chase which is 100 yards from Priors Holt. Ayot Chase is in a different ward (indeed has a different MP) and things such as rubbish
collection are silly where the dustmen drive 1 mile down a single track road for a single collection where the collection from Priors Holt on a different day require
dustmen to come up the same road. Essentially, the village should all be in the same parish/ward/division and have the same MP. It is quite easy to draw the
lines to work and it really does not matter which area the population falls within, but there is no reason for a duplication of efforts that otherwise occurs or for
the village to have to negotiate with three different local authorities.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/3394
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Hertfordshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Kelly Hurren

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:
Comment text:
I live in the Great Ashby area of Stevenage. The current boundary means that we are grouped with North Hertfordshire and Hitchin. My preference would be to
be grouped with a Stevenage Ward e.g. St Nicholas. Common issues affecting Stevenage include unemployment and low educational achievement. These issues
affect Hitchin and North Hertfordshire to a much lesser extent as these areas are generally more affluent. I'd like to be able to vote on policies which affect
Stevenage residents and based on the current boundary I cannot do this.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/3258

17/04/2014

REVIEW OF HERTS COUNTY COUNCIL ELECTORAL DIVISIONS 2014
Note on options for Hertsmere District

(1)

Context and criteria

The Local Government Boundary Commission for England is required to carry out periodic reviews of
the electoral arrangements of English local authorities, and is currently conducting such a review of
the divisions used for the purposes of electing the members of Hertfordshire county council.
The council is currently composed of 77 members, each representing a single-member seat. The
council has proposed (and the commission has provisionally accepted) that this number should
remain unchanged.
The commission states that “The aim of the electoral review is to recommend electoral division
boundaries that mean each county councillor represents approximately the same number of voters.
We also aim to ensure that the pattern of divisions reflects the interests and identities of local
communities as well as promoting effective local government.”
In proposing the boundaries of divisions for county elections, the commission is required to ensure
that every division is wholly contained within the area of a single district council, and that the whole
area is included within the divisions. It must “have regard” to the boundaries of wards used for district
elections (and to the boundaries of parishes and, where relevant, parish wards). This means that
such wards are the primary building blocks used to construct divisions.
In considering the number of voters per ward or division, the commission takes into account
projections provided by the authority of likely changes in the size of the electorate which will result
from demographic trends and committed development proposals during the next six years (i.e. five
years from when they are formally created, since the review process may take about a year to
complete).
While it is the commission’s aim to ensure that the electoral ratio (i.e. the number of electors divided
by the number of councillors) is broadly constant across the whole of an authority’s area, it recognises
that precise equality is unlikely to be achievable, and therefore takes other factors into consideration
when determining electoral boundaries. In summary, these are
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

“Internal coherence” – whether it is possible to move between all parts of a division without
having to leave it because of the absence of connecting roads or of severance by unbridged
rivers, motorways or railways.
“Coterminosity” – so that, as far as is practicable, the boundaries of divisions are aligned with
those of district wards (but this is not obligatory, and it may be necessary to divide wards
between divisions to reduce inequality in electoral ratios to an acceptable level).
Avoidance of “detached wards” – so that divisions are not composed of geographically
separated fragments.
Avoidance of “doughnut wards” – so that one ward is not completely surrounded by another,
(e.g.) severing an urban area from its rural hinterland.
“Community identity” – so that, for instance, divisions composed of one or more whole
settlements, ideally with clear ties between them, are preferred to those composed of
fragments of several separate places.

It should be noted that whilst the extent to which factors (a) to (d) in this list are satisfied by any
proposed scheme of divisions can be determined objectively, factor (e) is inherently subjective, the
nature of “ties” between communities being a matter of perception and judgement. The greater the
permitted disparity in size of the resulting divisions, the greater the scope for manipulation of
boundaries to serve partisan ends. In practice, it is unlikely that many electors are aware of the

boundaries of the division (or ward) in which they reside, or that their relationship – if any - with their
county councillor is materially affected by the geography of the areas for which s/he is elected.
Although the commission has not laid down any specific maximum for the permitted level of deviation
from equality in the size of electorates, it is generally necessary to find exceptionally compelling
arguments based on “community identity” to justify variances exceeding 10% above or below the
mean.

(2)

How many divisions?

At present, seven of Hertfordshire’s 77 county councillors represent divisions in Hertsmere.
The projected electorate of the county in 2020 (including forecast housing schemes) is 918136. If
there continue to be 77 divisions, the average electorate in each will be 11924.
The projected electorate of Hertsmere district is 81872. If there continue to be seven divisions, the
average electorate in each will be 11696.
The Hertsmere average will be 1.91% below that for the county. If the number of divisions in the
district was increased to eight, the average would be 16.5% below that for the county, and if it was
reduced to six, it would be 14.4% above.
As it is not possible to bring the Hertsmere mean closer to the county mean by varying the number of
divisions in the district (unless there is also a radical change in the total number of county councillors),
it is reasonable to work on the assumption that there will continue to be seven councillors for
Hertsmere.

(3)

Is change necessary?

The following table sets out the current Hertsmere divisions, the district wards from which each is
composed, their projected 2020 electorates, and the variance in the size of each from the mean for
the district.
CURRENT HERTSMERE DIVISIONS
Division
Wards
Borehamwood Brookmeadow
Borehamwood North
Borehamwood Cowley Hill
Borehamwood Hillside
Borehamwood South
Borehamwood Kenilworth
Bushey North
Bushey North
Bushey St James (part)
Bushey Heath
Bushey South
Bushey Park
Bushey St James (part)
Potters Bar Oakmere
Potters Bar East
Potters Bar Parkfield
Potters Bar West and
Potters Bar Furzefield
Shenley
Shenley
Aldenham East
Watling
Aldenham West
Elstree

Electorate

Variance

13395

+14.5%

12628

+8.0%

10789

-7.8%

10895

-6.8%

12684

+8.4%

9819

-16.0%

11662

-0.3%

Of the seven divisions, all but one vary by more than 5% from the average for the district, and two by
more than 10%. The mean variance is ±8.8%. Borehamwood has 20% more electors than Bushey,
but both areas have two county councillors each. One of the Potters Bar seats is 29% larger than the
other. There is therefore a significant level of inequality, arising from geographical maldistribution,
and a prima facie case for change.

(4)

Reallocation by wards?

There are 15 district council wards in Hertsmere, returning either three or two councillors each. In
order to construct seven county electoral divisions, using the wards as building blocks, it is necessary
to form six two-ward divisions and one three-ward division. Their geographical distribution is such
that in order to satisfy the commission’s requirement for each division to be composed of contiguous
wards, and for there to be as little variation in the size of their electorates as practicable, there is very
little choice between alternative combinations.
The following table shows the arrangement which most closely satisfies these criteria.
REVISED DIVISIONS BASED ON WHOLE WARDS
Division
Wards
Borehamwood Brookmeadow
Borehamwood North
Borehamwood Cowley Hill
Borehamwood Hillside
Borehamwood South
Borehamwood Kenilworth
Bushey St James
Bushey East
Bushey Park
Bushey North
Bushey West
Bushey Heath
Potters Bar Oakmere
Potters Bar East
Potters Bar Parkfield
Potters Bar West and
Potters Bar Furzefield
Shenley
Shenley
Aldenham East
Watling
Aldenham West
Elstree

Electorate

Variance

13395

+14.5%

12628

+8.0%

10363

-11.4%

11321

-3.2%

12684

+8.4%

9819

-16.0%

11662

-0.3%

The only change from the current pattern is in Bushey where, because St James ward is no longer
divided, the discrepancy in size between the two divisions becomes greater. The East division would
surround the West division on three sides, and have some of the characteristics of what the
commission has termed a “doughnut”. It would be possible to construct two more geographically
compact divisions, i.e. South (Heath plus Park) and North (North plus St James), but only at the
expense of further widening the size differential between them – to 9584 (-18.1%) and 12100 (+3.5%)
respectively. The relative over-representation of Bushey would remain.
In Borehamwood, it would be possible to replace the current North and South divisions by West and
East divisions (comprising Brookmeadow plus Hillside and Cowley Hill plus Kenilworth), with
electorates of 13842 (+18.3%) and 12181 (+4.1%) respectively. But there would be no advantage in
this, since the resulting divisions would be less equal in size and the relative under-representation of
Borehamwood would remain.
There are no practicable changes that can be made to the current Potters Bar East, Potters Bar West
& Shenley and Watling divisions if coterminosity with district wards is maintained.
This leads to the conclusion that if the current imbalances in the size of the divisions in
Hertsmere are to be reduced, it will be necessary to use smaller areas as building blocks.
Although parishes can also be used for this purpose, the five parishes in Hertsmere are of limited
utility in this context, because their electorates range in size from 29595 to 156 – i.e. from 253% of the
target size of a county division to 1.3% of it. There are two (Ridge and South Mimms) which each
consist of a single polling district, and two others (Aldenham and Elstree & Borehamwood) which are
already divided into the same wards that are used for district council elections. Bushey and Potters
Bar, which jointly account for 48.6% of the total Hertsmere electorate, are unparished.
It is therefore necessary to make use of polling districts (as is already the case in Bushey, where St
James ward is split between the Bushey North and South divisions).

(5)

Polling districts

Hertsmere’s 15 wards are made up of 46 polling districts (pds), each designated by a two-letter code.
If all were of equal size, each division should be comprised of either six or seven of these. But in
practice they range from as few as 156 electors to as many as 3792. The larger the pds, the less
scope there is for combining them to form divisions which lie within the target range of 11696 (i.e. the
mean for the district) ±10%, i.e. between 12866 and 10526.
And there are significant constraints imposed by their geographical location. For example, pd BC has
a common boundary only with pd BA, so cannot be independently combined with any others without a
non-contiguous division resulting. The whole of Potters Bar is separated from the rest of Hertsmere
by pd RC, so this pd must form part of any division combining any part of Potters Bar with any areas
beyond it. There are adjacent pds in Elstree and Borehamwood and in Potters Bar which are entirely
separated from each other by a stretch of unbridged railway and which cannot therefore be combined
without violating the commission’s guidelines on internal coherence.
It is not possible to arrive at a scheme for new and more equal county divisions without some
modification of most or all of the existing ones, by transferring pds between them. And the relative
sizes of the major settlements mean that it is not universally possible to construct divisions that are
wholly contained within them. The following scheme appears to be the one which best satisfies those
of the commission’s criteria which are capable of objective determination.
It should be noted that if county divisions are constructed from polling districts rather than whole
district wards, individual electors’ polling arrangements are unaltered and only returning officers,
candidates and party activists are likely to be conscious of the absence of congruity between them.
REVISED DIVISIONS BASED ON POLLING DISTRICTS
Division
Polling
Component wards
districts
Borehamwood Brookmeadow (pt)
Borehamwood
CA+DA+DB+DC
Borehamwood Cowley Hill
North
+DD+FB
Borehamwood Kenilworth (pt)
Borehamwood Brookmeadow (pt)
Borehamwood
CB+CC+EB+EC
Borehamwood Hillside (pt)
South
+ED+FA
Borehamwood Kenilworth (pt)
Aldenham West (pt)
BA+BC+GA+HA
Bushey Heath (pt)
Bushey North
+HB+HC+KC+
Bushey North
KD
Bushey St James (pt)
Bushey Heath (pt)
GB+JA+JB+JC+
Bushey South
Bushey Park
KA+KB
Bushey St James (pt)
PA+PB+PC+QA Potters Bar Oakmere
Potters Bar East
+QB+QC
Potters Bar Parkfield
AB+MA+MB+
Aldenham East (pt)
Potters Bar West
MC+RA+RB+
Shenley
& Shenley
RC+RD
Potters Bar Furzefield
Aldenham East (pt)
AA+BB+BD+EA Aldenham West (pt)
Watling
+LA+LB
Borehamwood Hillside (pt)
Elstree

Electorate

Variance

11458

-2.0%

11669

-0.2%

11575

-1.0%

11317

-3.2%

12684

+8.4%

11728

+0.3%

11442

-2.2%

Under this scheme, no division would have an electorate which differs from the average for Hertsmere
by more than 10%, and only one would differ by more than 5%. The mean variance would be cut by
more than two thirds from the current ±8.8% to ±2.5%.
The currently undersized Bushey North division would be enlarged by the transfer in of polling districts
BA and BC from the Watling division. As well as the outlying Meriden enclave of Garston, the
enlarged division would embrace the villages of Aldenham and Letchmore Heath, which are close to
the Patchetts Green area which is already included within it. (The name Aldenham which is given to

the parish and the two district wards within it is a historic reference which is potentially misleading
since today the vast majority of its population lives in Radlett.)
In order to reduce the imbalance in size of the two resulting Bushey divisions, pd GA would be
transferred from Bushey South to Bushey North and pd KA from Bushey North to Bushey South. This
would achieve a very high degree of equality in their electorates (11575 and 11317).
[It could be argued that although it conforms with the requirement for contiguity, the proposed Bushey
North division is a somewhat contorted construct, since the part of its population found in pd GA is
concentrated in an area which has closer geographical affinity with adjacent districts in the proposed
Bushey South division. Leaving GA in Bushey South and transferring KB to Bushey North instead
would produce two more compact areas, and restore the current situation in which only one Bushey
ward (St James) is split, but the resulting electorates would be significantly more unequal (11920 and
10972). It is a matter of judgement whether such a loss in equality would be adequately
compensated for by any gain in the somewhat elusive concept of “community identity”.]
Although Potters Bar East division is oversized, only two of its polling districts (QB and QC) are
contiguous with Potters Bar West & Shenley, and the transfer of either of them would deplete the
division excessively. Consequently, it is proposed that this division remains unaltered.
The current Potters Bar West & Shenley division is seriously undersized. Since it is not possible to
augment it with a polling district taken from Potters Bar East, it is necessary to do so by adding one
on its western flank instead. The two which lend themselves most readily to this purpose are AB (part
of Aldenham East ward) and FB (part of Borehamwood Kenilworth ward). In either case, the pd
would have to be detached from the remainder of the urban area of which it is geographically a part
(Radlett and Borehamwood respectively), but this is unavoidable if the target of ±10% in the maximum
variance is to be observed. Addition of either would lift the division above the target electorate, so the
smaller of the two (AB) has been selected as this brings the size of the division closer to the average
for Hertsmere.
The current Watling division is close to the average size, but will be depleted by the loss of pds BA
and BC to Bushey North and of AB to Potters Bar West & Shenley. So it is necessary to augment it
by the compensating addition of another polling district, and the only remaining source of these is
Borehamwood. Most of the adjacent polling districts are separated from it by an unbridged railway, so
the most suitable candidate for transfer is pd EA in Borehamwood Hillside ward. Until the re-warding
of Hertsmere in 1999, this polling district formed part of Elstree ward, and the effect of this proposal is
to reunite it with the remainder of that ward in the same division.
Currently, the two Borehamwood divisions are both oversized. The transfer of pd EA to Watling
brings the electorate in the remainder of the town close to the target for two divisions. There are a
number of alternative possible configurations for these, but the one proposed gives the greatest
attainable equality in their size.

(6)

Names of divisions

Although only one of the existing divisions (Potters Bar East) remains unaltered in the scheme
proposed, the current names have been retained in order to align each of the new divisions with the
existing one to which it most closely corresponds. In each case – with the possible exception of
Potters Bar West & Shenley, which would additionally embrace part of Radlett – the name remains a
valid geographical description of the area in question.
Overall, nine of the 46 polling districts (AB, BA, BC, CB, CC, EA, FB, GA and KA) would be
transferred to a different division from that in which they are currently located, involving 16576
electors – i.e. 20.2% of the total electorate. Conversely, 79.8% of the electors would remain in their
existing divisions.
The following table shows the percentage of the electorate of each existing division which would
remain in the new division with the same name.

PROPORTION OF EXISTING DIVISION RETAINED IN NEW
Borehamwood North
69.2%
Borehamwood South
59.7%
Bushey North
78.3%
Bushey South
82.4%
Potters Bar East
100.0%
Potters Bar West & Shenley
100.0%
Watling
67.2%
And this table shows the percentage of the electorate in each new division which would be derived
from the existing division with the same name.
PROPORTION OF NEW DIVISION DERIVED FROM EXISTING
Borehamwood North
80.9%
Borehamwood South
64.6%
Bushey North
73.0%
Bushey South
79.4%
Potters Bar East
100.0%
Potters Bar West & Shenley
83.7%
Watling
74.7%

(7)

Projected growth in electorate

All of the electorate totals cited in this paper are derived from the electoral forecasts for polling
districts in 2020 (including housing elements) shown on the commission’s website. There are some
minor discrepancies between the projected totals for polling districts and those for wards shown on
the same spreadsheet, but these are not large enough to make a material difference to the proposed
scheme.
The further into the future the totals are projected, the greater the uncertainty attached to them, and
therefore the greater the risk that if projected developments do not materialise, significant imbalances
in electoral ratios may arise. Fortunately, in the case of Hertsmere, most of the projected growth is
fairly evenly distributed between polling districts. The principal exception is a development of 300
dwellings in pd KC, but construction of all of these has started.
Nevertheless, it is worth calculating the sizes of the proposed divisions on the basis of their current
(2013) electorates in order to establish the level of variance which will arise as soon as the new
boundaries are brought into force (and which will be expected to diminish over time, as development
occurs). This table shows the result of this calculation.
2013 ELECTORATES OF PROPOSED DIVISIONS
Division
Electorate
Variance
Borehamwood North
10680
-1.2%
Borehamwood South
10736
-0.7%
Bushey North
10500
-2.8%
Bushey South
10494
-2.9%
Potters Bar East
11739
+8.6%
Potters Bar West & Shenley
10893
+0.8%
Watling
10609
-1.8%
The mean deviation is ±2.7%, only 0.2% less than that projected for 2020. Only one division has a
deviation from the average exceeding 5%. This is the relatively oversized Potters Bar East division,
which is the only one which remains unaltered in the proposed scheme because the size and location
of its constituent polling districts is such that none can be detached from it without creating a greater
degree of imbalance.
Note : Throughout this paper, the variance (or mean deviation) in the size of divisions has been
calculated relative to the average for Hertsmere, rather than for Hertfordshire, in order to illustrate the

degree of (in)equality between them more clearly. It can be converted to the county average by
adding 1.9% in each case. The mean deviation relative to this, in the proposed scheme, would be
±2.4%. This calculation makes no material difference to the analysis or conclusions.
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FW: Hertfordshire Division review (Hemel Hempstead area)
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From: lloyd harris
Sent: 23 June 2014 12:39
To: Reviews@
Subject: Hertfordshire Division review (Hemel Hempstead area)

Council Size
Based on the boundary commission's preferred size of 77 or my preferred size of 78 (one added to WelwynHatfield all other district retain the same number of divisions), I would like to submit a suggestion for the
Hemel Hempstead area.
Hemel Hempstead Area
A few years ago there was a review of the district wards and this resulted in several wards with small parts in
different county divisions. As the number of divisions spanning Hemel Hempstead won't change there is an
opportunity to align wards and divisions. Below is my suggestions for these divisions. My aim is to avoid
splitting wards however for three division I found this impossible to do and keep within the numbers.
Hemel Hempstead East Division
Based on the existing division but with the removal of AMAA (in Woodhall Farm ward) & APBA (in
Grovehill ward). Added would be ALCA (Leverstock Green ward) from South East division. This would align
the division to be the wards of Adeyfield East & Leverstock Green.
Hemel Hempstead North East Division
Based on the existing division but with the addition of APAA from Town and AMAA and APBA from East
division.
This would align the division to be the wards of Grovehill & Woodhall Farm.
Hemel Hempstead North West Division
Based on the existing division but with the removal of AGBA to Town division.
This would align the division to be the wards of Gadebridge & Chaulden+Warners End and allow room for the
expansion of home planned for to the West of the town.
Hemel Hempstead South East Division
Based on the existing division but gaining the area north of the canal in AFA polling (Apsley Corner Hall ward)
and the removal of ALCA polling district (Leverstock Green ward) to East division.
I chose the canal as the split in AFA polling district as it is a clear boundary and it acts as a barrier between the
north and south of the polling district which is geographically large so difficult to avoid splitting. The area
north of the canal has far better road links to this division then it currently has with Town division.
Division proposed would be all of Bennets End & Nash Mills wards plus part of Apsley-Corner Hall ward.
1

Hemel Hempstead St Mary & St Paul's
The current St Paul's division plus ACA polling district in Adeyfield West and AAA polling district (the old
town) from Hemel Town ward. The name comes from the principal churches in the area. The church of
England links the two churches anyway into the same parish.
Division proposed would be all of Highfield & Adeyfield West wards plus part of Hemel Town ward.
Hemel Hempstead Town Division
Based on the existing division but with the removal of AAA (the St Mary & St Pauls). APAA (to North East)
and the area north of the canal in AFA polling district (to South East). The division would gain AGBA polling
district which is in Boxmoor ward.
Division proposed would be all of Boxmoor wars plus part of Hemel Town ward and part of Apsley-Corner
Hall ward.
-Lloyd Harris
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How are we doing? ‐ Click on this link to give us your views

From: Peter Kennedy [mailto:jerseyfarm@btinternet.com]
Sent: 15 June 2014 14:20
To: Reviews@
Subject: Electoral Boundaries.

Hello, my view is that Jersey Farm should now become part of St Albans, both from a voting point of view as
well as our Policing area.
Peter Kennedy
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To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
15 April 2014 16:35
Morrison, William
FW: Boundary Review - Hertfordshire

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Sent: 15 April 2014 15:47
To: Reviews@
Cc:
Subject: Boundary Review - Hertfordshire

To: The Review Officer
Dear Sir or Madam,
I have looked at the plans for the reorganisation of boundaries of Hertfordshire County Council.
The only comment I have is that the North Herts. Rural Division is – and remains (on the plans) – far too large in
geographic terms.

You state that ‐
“….. we will look at the geographic size of the ward or division and try to ensure that it is not so large
that it would be difficult for a
councillor to represent. “
In my opinion, the North Herts. Rural Division is far too big for a Councillor to adequately represent.
I ask you to think again with a view to create a new division by splitting the existing Division in two, with a line
running down north to south in the middle.
Yours faithfully,

Peter Robbins
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FW: Hertfordshire County Council boundaries
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From: Carolyn Morgan
Sent: 23 June 2014 13
To: Reviews@
Subject: Hertfordshire County Council boundaries
I've been trying to find out how to comment on the current consultation but it seems that this is the only way.
I live in Hertford Heath which used to be in a ward situated around Hertford. At the last revision, we were put into Ware
South. We have many more links with Hertford (not only with our name) than we have with Ware and it would be good if
both we and Brickendon Liberty (both in the Hertford Heath district council ward) could go back to being represented by
someone who has our interests at heart and not just those of Ware.
Carolyn Morgan

1
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Hertfordshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Peter Neville

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Parish councillor acting in my personal capacity

Comment text:
PROPOSAL 1 TO TRANSFER AN AREA FROM HERTFORD RURAL TO WELWYN ELECTORAL
DIVISION for community identity, and PROPOSAL 2 TO TRANSFER AN AREA FROM WELWYN TO
HERTFORD RURAL ELECTORAL DIVISION, also for community identity. The two Proposals are
both freestanding but, if taken together, will have a neutral impact on the electorate numbers
of the two affected Divisions. They also have a neutral effect on ‘effective local government’ at
County-Council level since (i) Hertfordshire County Council policies are usually uniform across all
electoral divisions, and (ii) election-timing issues in multi-member wards do not apply since the
whole County Council is elected together in predetermined years. An inconvenience to effective
local government at Parish level is however mentioned below, for purposes of general evidence.
PROPOSAL 1 The 'Welwyn' and the 'Hertford Rural' Division boundaries are anomalous around
Tewin Water House and its associated houses reached via a long private drive which emerges at
the very southern end of Harmer Green Lane. This long private drive is their only vehicular
access to the outside world, and therefore it is anomalous that their properties are assigned to
Hertford Rural Electoral Division (Tewin Parish, East Herts District), when they have to come
into Welwyn Electoral Division (Welwyn Parish [Digswell village], Welwyn Hatfield Borough), to
go anywhere. The Police have already recognised this, and incidents involving this enclave of
properties are treated operationally (and I believe statistically) as part of Welwyn Hatfield.
Likewise, the Digswell Village Hall trust (1923) is for inhabitants of the "area of benefit",
defined as the then Parish of Digswell, but in practice this has always been extended to
residents around Tewin Water House (even before the "Walled Garden" development) as this
was their obvious local village hall despite being outside the defined area. For these residents
to travel to anywhere else in their current electoral division involves a long detour which always
takes them through Welwyn Division first. These residents are hardly affected by what happens
in Hertford Rural but are greatly affected by what happens in Welwyn Division, and for
convenience would use facilities in Welwyn Division (doctor, church, convenience shop, playing
fields, bus, train etc) rather than in Hertford Rural. Therefore the electoral division boundary
should be redrawn to reflect this community reality and to confirm the local ties which already
exist. Parish boundaries are of no help here since they fail to reflect the road access to Tewin
Water House being via another parish, and now that there has been some development around
this building, the parish boundaries have become a positive hindrance to the community reality.
A consequence of this Proposal is that about 60 electors (I do not have access to the exact
figures) will transfer. The Commission already predicts that Welwyn will have about 3700
electors more than Hertford Rural. To compensate: PROPOSAL 2: I am also proposing a change
in the Welwyn/Hertford Rural boundary at Burnham Green, which will return a comparable
number of electors to Hertford Rural (lost under Proposal 1) and will bring great benefits in
community cohesion to Burnham Green. The boundary between these Divisions splits the
community of Burnham Green, even going so far as to split the village green down the middle!
Thus, moving the boundary generally westwards at Burnham Green would both compensate for
the 60 electors lost from Hertford Rural under Proposal 1 and would reunite the Burnham Green
community. As evidence that Burnham Green really is a community, there is a thriving Burnham
Green Village Hall. Parish boundaries are unhelpful here, since they have never recognised the
Burnham Green community. Indeed, Welwyn and Datchworth Parish Councils have had to set up
a Joint Committee in respect of Burnham Green and, although this would of course continue
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regardless of this current Review, it is mentioned here to illustrate the unnecessary localgovernment complexity which the current Parish boundaries are causing. While there is no exact
point at which one can say one has left Burnham Green and is entering Digswell (Welwyn), I
suggest that the boundary be diverted westwards from the centre of Burnham Green so as to
intersect Harmer Green Lane between nos. 108 and 110. Just around here, the other (‘odds’ )
side of Harmer Green Lane is open country, giving a sense of transition from one community to
another and thus making for the most identifiable boundary possible in the circumstance,
certainly infinitely more identifiable than currently.
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Hertfordshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Graham Nickson

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

1: I find this very difficult
to use. I am trying to indicate
that I think that Hertingfordbury
should be part of the Hertford
Rural ward rather that Hertford
St Andrews as the community
is more rural in nature than
Hertford.

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

Annotation 1:

I find this very difficult to use. I am trying to

Comment text:

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Hertfordshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Michael Nidd

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

2: Indicates the suggested reinstatement
of the "join" between Piccotts
End and Hemel Hempstead Old
Town.
1: Indicates the conservation
area of Piccotts End

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

Annotation 1:

Indicates the conservation area of Piccotts End

Annotation 2:

Indicates the suggested reinstatement of

Comment text:
Until the last boundary changes Piccotts End retained its historical tie to the Old Town, with which it has much in the way of the built environment etc. (before
construction of what is now Leighton Buzzard Road Piccotts End WAS the main road between Hemel Hempstead and Leighton Buzzard). Piccotts End's policing
remained a part of Hemel Town, and for highways purposes "its" Councillor is a Hemel Town Councillor (William Wyatt-Lowe). Piccotts End has nothing in common
with Grovehill, with which it was forcinbly joined despite onbections from the Council: it should be restored to its position as a part of the Old Town.
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None Uploaded
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Hertfordshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Hannah Stewart

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Great Ashby is Stevenage, not North Herts Rural, so it should be included in the boundary for
Stevenage (its certainly not rural....)

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Hertfordshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Claire Taylor-Jay

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

Annotation 1:

Boundary of Letchworth East moved to Norton Way

Comment text:
As a resident of the western side of the Letchworth East & Baldock area, I don't feel any community identity with Baldock. I would suggest the area west of
Norton Way North is included with Letchworth North-West

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Hertfordshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

Maggie Woolley

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Living on
, it appears very odd that the only part of Hitchin that is not
included in an urban area is Hitchin Oughton area, this feels like a deliberate attempt to 'make
up' the population in Hitchin rural, and surely this would have the effect of cancelling out the
labour voters on westmill estate with their rual counterparts in hitchin rural. Incidently the map
did not recognise my postcode!
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None Uploaded
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Hertfordshire County
Personal Details:
Name:

John Wyllie

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Bishops Stortford rural has no bearing on how people feel If it has to exist, it should stop at
the A120. Ideally Thorley park (Central and South would be combined into a sperate Ward and
St Michales Mead should be combined into a seperate ward also
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